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WINNING CHESS TOURNAMENTS FOR JUNIORS is a book made to help a player (of any age) improve once they
have learned the basic rules and strategy of chess. Once you have completed learning the material in the same author's
CHESS FOR JUNIORS then this book will take you directly beyond that.

While Adams was criticized for not preparing as well as Kasparov and Kramnik had, some commentators saw
this as heralding the end of human-computer matches. He received , Euros for playing and would have
received another , Euros had he won the match. Kramnik received a copy of the program in mid-October for
testing, but the final version included an updated opening book. The endgame tablebases used by the program
were restricted to five pieces even though a complete six-piece tablebase is widely available. The Fritz display
contains opening book moves, number of games, Elo performance, score from grandmaster games and the
move weighting. On November 25, the first game ended in a draw at the 47th move. The third, fourth and fifth
games in the match ended in draws. In the final game, in an attempt to draw the match, Kramnik played the
more aggressive Sicilian Defence and was crushed, [29] losing the match 4â€”2. There was speculation that
interest in human-computer chess competition would plummet as a result of the Kramnikâ€”Deep Fritz match.
According to McGill University computer science professor Monty Newborn, for example, "the science is
done". Rybka odds matches â€” [ edit ] Since Rybka has played some odds matches against grandmasters.
Jaan Ehlvest first lost a pawn-odds match, then later lost a match when given time, color, opening, and
endgame advantages. Roman Dzindzichashvili then lost a match when given pawn and move odds. Milov at
the time had an Elo rating of , 28th in the world. The result was a narrow victory to Milov: The mobile phone
won a category 6 tournament with a performance rating Pocket Fritz 4 achieves a higher performance level
than Deep Blue. Pocket Fritz 3 using version The Mercosur Cup was a category 7 tournament. Pocket Fritz 3
achieved a performance rating of Komodo fared well in all of these games, drawing a majority but winning at
least one in all configurations. The best human plus computer came in 3rd place. A player in a freestyle
tournament can be a human, a computer or a team consisting of humans and computers. In teams with humans
and computers, the humans can direct the computers to use a specific strategy for a particular move.
Alternatively, the humans can pick a move from several computers. Retrieved 17 October Archived from the
original on 21 July Retrieved 23 March Retrieved 21 January Wiki Space Chess Programming. Retrieved 7
March Retrieved 25 July
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'Winning Chess Tournaments for Juniors' covers all of the ins and outs of tournaments, has great sections on tactics,
endgames and a wonderful opening system. The author's national championship students are covered with photos,
games and a profile.

That is, until IO Beatriz Marinello stepped up to the plate to take on the challenge. If anyone knows Beatriz
â€” they know that it is just like her to break ground, to clear a path where there is none â€” and a path for
players with disabilities was one she strongly believes in. We want to bring chess to multi-sport events, such
as the Olympics, Paralympics etc. Due to the good work of many people and FIDE, chess is already included
in the Deaflympics and the Asian Para Games â€” two big international multi-sport events where chess is part
of the games. GM Thomas Luther observes the game. I know about this from the view of a player and an
organizer. The special care from the arbiters and organizers made his participation a success story. We, at
FIDE, are on a good way to improve on existing regulations. This is an ongoing process. In this tournament
Pranav felt comfortable enough to share an experience he had at another tournament. We have to encourage
players with disabilities to speak out about such challenges because it is with real world experience that we
can make the most difference. This kind of feedback is far more valuable and helpful than hypothetical
discussions in a board room because it comes directly from the affected players. Despite the challenges,
Pranav was happy to report that he still went on to win his game and elaborated with a lively game discussion
and comments about the FIDE World Junior Chess Championship for the Disabled. I liked the lessons, I liked
the friends. It provides support, not just for me, but also to others. I like the normal tournaments also, but I like
this tournament because this tournament is special. This tournament strives to help disabled people in many
ways. Going to other tournaments I get nervous because at every tournament there is always somebody that
has complained. We are kind of at the mercy of the tournament directors. If the tournament director is good,
he tries to accommodate us. Otherwise, sometimes he has to forfeit. In this event, I feel supported and
understood. Tournaments like this give players the opportunity to play once a year and be part of a community
in which they feel comfortable enough to share their experiences. Why do we need a chess tournament for
people with disabilities? So why not for players with disabilities? Here we have nice playing conditions that
help players deal with the complexities of competition. We only have one of these events per year all over the
world â€” leaving players with plenty of time to participate in all other events. In addition, this event helps us
provide valuable feedback to improve current FIDE regulations as they may apply to all other chess events. In
this way we aim to protect the player, not only in this tournament, but in all of the other events they may wish
to participate in. A very special thanks to our main sponsor, The U. Chess Trust, for their support and
generosity. The main focus must be the players. We look forward to seeing the players and hope that each
country will bring a bigger team. Players and coaches â€” get ready!
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Caruana defeated Alexander Grischuk in the final round with the black pieces. Caruana was all smiles at the
press conference. The next step for him is the world championship. Been great fun following the candidates as
a chess fan. Congrats to Caruana on a fully deserved victory, and good luck in November! A psychological
victory of the highest order. Caruana also beat Grischuk to finish with two wins. The last round of the
tournament was an incredibly tense one for three of the four boards. So and Aronian, who had absolutely
nothing to play for, drew in 17 moves. All the while, that left players wondering: Is a draw enough? Spectators
looking upon Grischuk-Caruana. The second game to finish was Sergey Karjakin vs Ding Liren, a game both
players needed to win even Ding still had a theoretical chance for tournament victory , but which ended in a
draw. A dramatic moment came on move 27, when Karjakin completely missed a simple tactic which blew
away his last hopes for a second match with Carlsen in an instant. Or so it seemed. A big mistake killed all
winning chances for Karjakin. As he held the draw, Karjakin could still hope for both Caruana and
Mamedyarov to lose, but that was never going to happen. Asked what he could have done better this
tournament, the Russia GM replied: He finished the tournament as the only player who remained undefeated,
and won one game. At 25, he will surely get another shot. This time it was not meant to be for Karjakin.
Kramnik-Mamedyarov was a complicated game where anything was possible. On move 31 Kramnik missed a
chance for an advantage, and Mamedyarov immediately grabbed his chance with a tactical shot. That left
Fabiano Caruana in a wonderful situation. He knew that he could offer a draw at any moment to Alexander
Grischuk, while enjoying an overwhelming advantage in an endgame, with basically zero losing chances. I
thought it would be a shame to not play this position, especially since it was just so automatic. In a game
between two top players, a draw is always a very likely result. It was only after Ding played But I thought I
should just play normally, not go crazy. I thought a draw would be a good result and in case one of the other
players had won, then it would just be bad luck. I mean, if Sergey just goes plus-five in the second half, what
can you do? By winning this tournament, Caruana became the first American challenger since Gata Kamsky
played Anatoly Karpov in for the FIDE world championship, but those were the days when the chess world
was split in two camps. So, Caruana can be called the first "undisputed" U. Hopefully, me playing against
Magnus in London will boost the popularity a bit. I will try to help with that as well. While enjoying an
excellent Chianti Classico and great food, tweets, text messages and phone calls were coming in. A proud
Kasimdzhanov gave a toast and joked about a victory that came two years late. It was also discussed how the
two were going to get to Karlsruhe, because in only a few days from now, Caruana will play there for the
Grenke tournament where he will face Carlsen, among others and both Kasim and Trent are playing the open
tournament.
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Round-robin[ edit ] In round-robin tournaments , each participant plays every other participant an equal
number of times. Round-robin tournaments are often used for small groups because the element of luck is
reduced when every player plays everyone else. The Scheveningen system is often used to face two chess
teams against each other, where each player on one team plays each player on the other team. However, in
recent years, a few tournaments, such as Bilbao and London, experiment with the soccer scoring system to
encourage players going for a win. Swiss system[ edit ] A tournament that has too many participants for a
round-robin format is commonly conducted as a Swiss-system tournament. Players of the same federation
cannot be paired in the last round to avoid match fixing, or for political situations, players of certain
federations cannot face each other. Nowadays, tournament organizers commonly use a chess tournament
software to pair players, such as Swiss manager. Due to the high percentage of draws and the small granularity
of the scoring system which is entirely based on the final results, it is relatively common for players to have
the same score as the tournament finishes. Although it is often not an issue, as the tied players often split the
prize equally, in case of necessary for trophy, qualifications to other tournaments, etc , there are a few ways to
achieve tiebreak, such as listed in no particular order here: Rating performance Number of wins, number of
black wins, etc. Tiebreak games, often involving the players playing a series of games with increasingly faster
time control until one player scores higher point explained in more details in Elimination section In case of
more than two players tie, a combination of above the tiebreak rules apply to resolve the tie. A player
single-elimination tournament bracket Single-elimination style or knock-out style are also sometimes used for
chess tournaments. In fact, the first international chess tournament was held in single-elimination style.
Players are normally given seeds based on their rating in order to prevent the highest ranked players from
facing each other early in the competition. Double-elimination tournaments work in the same way as
single-elimination tournaments except that a player loses eligibility to take first prize after two losses. For
example, in Chess World Cup , players face off each other in two classical games, except the final with 4
games. Resolving ties is absolutely crucial in this format, with the modern rule is generally of following: The
players play a number of rapid games 2 or 4 until ties are broken. If the players are tied, they keep playing
pairs of blitz games until ties are broken, or after a number of times usually 1 or 2 pairs, although it could be
up to 5 pairs. If the players are still tied, a single deciding game Armageddon will be used, with Black
receiving draw odds draw count as a win in exchange for White having time advantage typically 5 vs 4
minutes. Relaying moves and broadcasting[ edit ] In the old days, relaying moves required another person
copying the moves of the players into a large board behind the players, which was then transmitted via radio
or telegram. Advances in chess computer also allows for casual viewers to evaluate the position in real time,
an ability previously reserved only for strong grandmasters. Handicap inclusivity[ edit ] The physically
handicapped are often welcome to compete in chess tournaments. Although the Blind Chess Olympiad is the
most significant chess event for the blind and visually impaired , players in either group can participate at
most standard tournaments including international ones. The starting category for master-level tournaments is
category I, which applies to a tournament whose participants have an average Elo rating from to From to it is
a category II tournament, and so on with a further category every 25 points. The strongest tournaments to date
have included a category XXI section.
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World class player vs emerging prodigy Round 7 saw the battle between two of the most exciting personalities
at the World Junior Sindarov had created a huge flutter in this tournament by defeating three grandmasters. I
expected a win for the Iranian grandmaster. That did come true, but not in the way one would have imagined.
Parham Maghsoodloo against Javokhir Sindarov Photo: Amruta Mokal Let the games begin! Amruta Mokal
Tactically Sindarov is as strong as a grandmaster, that is for sure. But positionally he still has some holes in
his game. However, it turned out that Maghsoodloo went for 1. But Sindarov was ready for this move. Very
quickly he grabbed the pawn on e4. Parham showed an expression on his face that indicated this was an
inferior move, but that was just to confuse his opponent, as he mentioned after the game. Nxe4 was the best
move. Bd5, Black snatched another pawn on f2 and then the one on a5 because if Rxa5 then c6 would regain
the material. Javokhir Sindarov Black is still a piece down. But how does that matter? Look at the king on f3!
This would have created discomfort in just about any player. But we all know what Maghsoodloo excels in.
He is a defensive monster. He began with moves like Bc1, undeveloping moves which are so difficult for
normal players to find. And one move, in particular, showed what a great defender he is. I think many strong
GMs would have played Bxc4 here. It is a good move and you are eliminating a piece in this position so that
the pressure is reduced. But Parham played Bb3! More than anything else he wanted to maintain the pressure
and still find the best move. Nxe5 can be met with Kg2 and his king would be absolutely safe. My best games
in the Spanish Vol. There are not many top grandmasters who enjoy such a great popularity among chess fans
all over the world like Alexei Shirov. Thanks to his aggressive and ingenious playing style, commentators
often compare him with the former world champion Mikhail Tal. After the game, Maghsoodloo said,
"Sindarov is extremely talented. I think he is a very good player. I believe in his talent and chess very much. I
told my friend at this age only a genius can play chess like this! However, Nino fought back and the position
was about even. At that point, time pressure set in and in the period between moves , Dinara was able to
outplay her opponent and get a winning position. The Russian took some risks which she normally would not,
because she wanted to win the game at all costs. With this win, she joined Khomeriki at the top along with
Maltsevskaya.
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I recently (April , ) played in the Maryland Open chess tournament in the Under section. I played well and won the
section with a score. This earned me the title of Maryland Amateur Champion, the 4 th time I have won the title (, , , ). I
also took home a.

To be fair to the one junior who is now not on the top 10, but was on it in the skipped rating supplement, I will
be doing a top 11 format this month. We will go back to focusing on the overall top 10 next month, and return
with discussion on the Juniors in May. Hikaru surpassed Gata Kamsky by splitting first place at the St. Johns
Masters at the Marshall. He defeated Zviad Izoria and two masters, while being held to a draw by Alex
Stripunsky in the final round after "missing a stalemate". Josh is still trying to push towards that mark. He was
up to after a fine performance in the East Bay International, but he slipped up a bit in the North American
Open , losing 8 rating points after a surprising loss to NM Eugene Yanayt Best of luck to Josh in securing his
3rd GM norm. Lev is a fantastically talented young player, but his education and ambition in other fields will
probably be a roadblock to true chess greatness. With two GM norms under his belt already, he is almost a
sure thing to get the title at some point. One can only hope that Lev will find time to play chess after college
and continue to amaze fans with his fresh attacking style. First he scored 3. His play is usually limited to large
money open Swisses and local events at the Marshall Chess Club. In order to make more progress he will
probably need to test himself in some International tournaments where GM norms are up for grabs. Even more
strangely, this event was incredibly strong, boasting 5 players rated above and an average rating of somewhere
around This may be my favorite name for a chess tournament ever, although the Nakamura Open runs a close
second. As long as John avoids future Hamburger related events his rating may continue to rise. However I
think he has his work cut out for him if he wants to make the top four on this list before his 21st birthday. He
has played in 3 tournaments in 3 months, and gone from to in those 3 events. The big news for Robert was his
performance in the Cannes Open in France, in which he managed to secure his third IM norm after a 6. Chess
can be tough for someone like Robert, for whom the IM title has always been a forgone conclusion. While
some players would be able to celebrate such an accomplishment, everyone has expected this out of Robert.
However Alex does have a tremendous amount of natural talent. He will need to find a way to recapture the
passion that led him to the World Youth Championship if he wants to eventually earn the GM title. In any case
he is now in the top 10 where he belongs. Daniel is an interesting case. I believe that Daniel has some
psychological roadblocks that have been preventing him from reaching his true potential. Perhaps the biggest
problem is that he seems to get really down on himself when he loses and lacks some confidence that he
should have. His other "problem" may be his strong interest in other fields such as Cross Country. In any case
Daniel has gone from to in 2 years, which is very reasonable progress. Kazim is one of the most unique
members of the top lists, as he is well known as a bughouse specialist. So if you are a young chess student
whose teacher tells you how bad bughouse is for your game, you may want to refer them to this article. Kazim
made headlines after a fantastic World Open in which he went from to in a single tournament. He defeated his
first ever GM in this tournament and followed it up by beating two more! It remains to be seen whether
someone who is a bughouse specialist can keep rising in the standings and perhaps instead be known as a
chess specialist who also plays bughouse. Liu, from San Diego, is not only is a strong chessplayer but also
plays Defensive Back for his high school football team. He is coached by IM Cyrus Lakdawala. Critelli lives
in Connecticut and is a student of GM Ildar Ibragimov Cheng lives in Atlanta and has seen his rating rise by
points in the last two years. Championship preview by Greg Shahade.
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I played well and won the section with a score. Not bad for one weekend of fun! As I thought about the
tournament over the past few weeks, I wondered why, even though I play in this tournament every year, I won
the title in some years, but not others. Even though I had been successful in the past, and developed a theory
about how to repeat it, I apparently did not take my own advice every year. Despite the perception by the
general public that chess is a game of pure skill and zero luck compared to dice, cards, etc. For example, even
though the tournament is played indoors, some people are affected by the weather, the effects ranging from
mood to migraines. This year, the weather was perfect every day. Another factor is your opponent. He can be
unpleasant or have annoying habits. He can be someone to whom you have lost in the past. He can choose
openings you dislike or have trouble with. This year, I had 4 novel opponents and one I had beaten recently.
And they all helpfully played openings I knew well or very well. And they were all quite nice both before and
after the games, presented here. Round 1 This can very closely followed a game I played against Bisgiuer in a
simul with colors reversed. You can see it here: Round 2 Another comfortable game. I was never in any
trouble and got a solid advantage with no risk. Had plenty of time for lunch before the next round. Wonder
who I will play in the third round? Round 3 That one was a lot more work than the first two. I was definitely
worried about him sacrificing something on h6. I made the endgame a lot longer than necessary, but I was
always winning. Just a little sloppy after getting a winning position. So far so good: I am due for White again,
but the first round on Sunday is at 9: I can never go straight to bed after a game. It takes me awhile to unwind
before I can get to bed. Luckily, I live about 20 minutes from the tournament site, so I can get up at the last
minute and still be on time. Round 4 I was glad to see the same opening from him again, which gave me a lot
of confidence. Well, now I am alone in first at I had done the same in a tournament a few months ago. When I
played the last game, I played it safe and lost instead of a sacrificial line that worked perfectly in the post
game analysis. I was kicking myself for not playing it and vowed that if I were ever in the same position
again, I would just go for it. Well, here I am: Just hoping I get into a good opening. Round 5 I did it! White
played into the perfect opening for me, and this time I went all out for the king with no halfway or safe moves.
The only other time I won a tournament with a score was in a club tournament when I was a kid. This felt
much better! So was I just lucky to win this year? I think it is useful to divide the tournament experience into
two parts: Factors under your control include study and a positive mindset. A positive mindset includes
coming into the tournament wanting to win it all, believing you can win each game, and expecting to win each
game, i. Much of this is explored in the Winning Mindset article cited above. Factors out of your control are
just that â€” out of your control. You use your mindset to deal with them as best you can, but experience
shows that we are not always completely successful in doing so. As far as the actual playing of the game goes,
I think the most important thing you need to do is be careful on each and every move. This requires a high
degree of discipline. Chess is not like tennis, where you can come in unprepared, lose the first set , then warm
up and win the final two sets and the match. Chess is more like boxing, where allowing one lucky punch can
leave you laying on the canvas. Personally, I think of a move, analyze it, write it down in pencil , then check
to see if it could be a blunder. If it is a blunder, I can just erase it. I usually erase 1 or 2 moves per game, on
average. In tough positions, I have written and erased a single move up to 4 times. It does not pay to move
quickly in order to show your opponent how smart you are and scare him. The next most important thing is to
know your openings as well as you possibly can. Every game has an opening phase. Do you want to struggle
every game? Conversely, knowing an opening well can, if not win the game outright, lead to easy play from
beginning to end, which leads to a huge increase in confidence. And thanks to all the readers who like my
articles and have encouraged me to write another. Your comments make it worth the effort.
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9: World Juniors Round 7: The advantage of having the first move! | ChessBase
Munster Provincial Chess tournaments, but this year an odd ages one was run for the very first time. The age groups
included u7s, u9s, u11s, u13s, u15s, u17s, u19s.
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